
Recruiting Tips

1. Decide what factors are important to you in deciding what school to attend and list these out. These will
provide you with the foundation on which you will make one of the most important decisions of your life!

● Examples could be: Early playing time, proximity to home, major availability, etc.

2. Create a list of your top 5 or 10 schools based on the important factors you listed.
● Don’t have the “D1 or Bust” mentality. Take time to consider schools at multiple levels. There is

great football and great educational opportunities at all levels!

3. Follow and Message Coaches from your list of schools on Twitter
● Twitter has become the uno�cial “Recruiting Platform” and this is often where you will build

relationships with coaches at the college level.
● You should be looking for the Special Teams Coordinators or Special Teams Quality Control Sta� as

well as Recruiting Coordinators or Recruiting Assistants. These members of the sta� will usually
provide you with a quicker response to messages and honestly this is who you should be talking to
anyway as they will usually be helping you coordinate game day and campus visits.

● Your Twitter username should be your name so your profile is easy to locate and should include
information about you that coaches want to see: Name, HT/WT, Position, High School, GPA, Test
scores, contact information and a link to your videos. LinkTree is another great tool that you can
take advantage of by having one link to all your videos and other information to help coaches
realize that you are the right choice for them!

4. If you haven’t created a video of game clips or structured practice footage do so ASAP!
● These videos will accompany your messages to the coaches. If in-season, add videos every few

weeks with your messages so the coaches can see your progression throughout the season and
allow you to continue building relationships. If in the o�-season include your practice clips.

● Highlight videos should be organized for easy viewing with top plays first and broken into
categories (KOs all together, Punts all together, FGs all together, etc.) so the coaches can see
exactly what they are looking for. For example if they are looking for an upgrade on KOs they can
see all your KOs together without having to try and find them throughout a long video.

● Structured practice footage would be a chart or set of multiple clips unedited to show consistency.
For field goal footage, if possible have someone simulate a hold or have a live snap. For punting, if
possible have a snap. These will provide a more game realistic look for coaches. You will never kick
a FG o� stix in a game or punt out of your hand.


